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Forgotten Realms Campaign
Guide 2008
288 page hardcover by bruce r cordell

Sons of Gruumsh 2005
the first full length forgotten realms
adventure in three years this adventure
showcases the classic high fantasy for which
the forgotten realms setting is known sons of
gruumsh features an epic quest to prevent war
between the orcs of thar and the cities of the
moonsea though set in the forgotten realms
dungeon masters can place this adventure
anywhere in the realms or easily adapt it for
their own d d r campaigns this adventure
features encounters written to facilitate the
use of d d miniatures and is designed for 4th
level characters

Sword Coast Adventurer's Guide
2015-11-03
get everything you need to adventure in the
forgotten realms on the exciting sword coast
home to the cities of baldur s gate waterdeep
and neverwinter crafted by the scribes at
green ronin in conjunction with the dungeons
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dragons team at wizards of the coast the sword
coast adventurer s guide provides d d fans
with a wealth of detail on the places cultures
and deities of northwestern faerûn the sword
coast adventurer s guide is also a great way
to catch up on recent events in the forgotten
realms to get background on locations featured
in the rage of demons storyline coming in
september and to learn the lore behind video
games like neverwinter and sword coast legends
here are just a few of the features you ll
find in the sword coast adventurer s guide
immersive adventuring this campaign sourcebook
provides players and dungeon masters material
for creating vibrant fantasy stories along the
sword coast new character options the book
offers new subclass options such as the purple
dragon knight and the swashbuckler for many of
the classes presented in the player s handbook
as well as new subraces and backgrounds
specific to the forgotten realms adventure in
the forgotten realms discover the current
state of the forgotten realms and its deities
after the spellplague and the second sundering
you ll also get updated maps of this area of
the realms compatible with rage of demons
storyline make characters for use with the out
of the abyss adventure and fight back the
influence of the demon lords in the underdark
below the sword coast insider information
learn the background behind locations such as
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luskan and gracklstugh featured in the
upcoming digital rpg sword coast legends from
n space with new character backgrounds and
class options players will love the
storytelling possibilities of playing a noble
of waterdeep an elf bladesinger or one of the
other new options while dungeon masters will
relish a book full of mysterious locations and
story hooks to keep players adventuring on the
sword coast for years to come look for sword
coast adventurer s guide to be available on
november 3

Dungeons & Dragons: Forgotten
Realms #3 2008
randral and torn continue their epic adventure
in the city of waterdeep pursued and put upon
the duo and lady talandra try to make a hasty
retreat but circumstances may not work to
their advantage the creator of the realms pens
this incredible tale of heroism and adventure

Scepter Tower of Spellgard
2012-11-20
a forgotten realms adventure for 2nd level
characters scepter tower of spellgard is the
first full length forgotten realms adventure
published for 4th edition d d when paired with
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the adventure that appears in the forgotten
realms campaign guide this adventure provides
the dungeon master with all he needs to get
his campaign started

Mistress of the Night 1988
second in a series of stand alone adventures
about the clerics of the forgotten realms
world mistress of the night is the second
title in this forgotten realms novel series
that focuses specifically on priests the
popular d d iconic class also known as clerics
each title chronicles priests loyal to a
different deity in the forgotten realms
pantheon like the preceding series the rogues
each novel in the priests series is written as
a stand alone adventure allowing new readers
an easy entry point into the forgotten realms
world

Advanced Dungeons and Dragons
2001
everything a player needs to adventure in the
forgotten realms the most popular setting in
the d d rm game can be found right here
history maps non player characters geography
economics societies organizations religions
politics monsters magic items spells even a
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start up adventure in the realms

Forgotten Realms Campaign
Setting 1991-01-01
fantasirollespil

Halls of the High King
1987-08-01
it is the time of the great elven city of
cormanthor when the heartlands are home to
barbarians wicked dragons rule the skies and
the elven people trust no one wizards and
warriors alike threaten their civilization in
vain arrogant and ignorant quests for glory
thus it was that elminster was guided to
cormanthor the towers of song where eltargrim
was coronal there he dwelt for twelve summers
and more studying with many mighty mages
learning to feel magic and know how it could
be bent and directed to his will it is
recorded that when the mythal was laid and
cormanthor became myth drannor elminster was
among those who devised and spun that mighty
magic
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The Forgotten Realms
2011-07-12
faerun s deadliest dungeon beckons expedition
to undermountain is a dugeons dragons super
adventure that revisits the greatest dungeon
in the forgotten realms campaign setting
located beneath the city of waterdeep
undermountain has lured countless heroes to
their doom like other adventures in the
expedition series this product takes a classic
d d location updates it for d d v 3 5 and
features many new surprises rich with source
material for players and a new combat
encounter format designed to make the dungeon
master s job easier as well as information to
help dungeon masters adapt the adventure to
serve their home campaigns

Elminster in Myth Drannor 2007
thrill to these classic tales of the forgotten
realms selected by creator ed greenwood first
a thrilling 2 part adventure adapted from
greenwood s own storyå elminster at the
magefair plus two classic genre busting
forgotten realms comics from the 1990s head
cheeeese in which the halfling foxy battles a
very case of er food poisoning and a very
unusual peek behind the curtain in everybody
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wants to run the realms

Expedition to Undermountain
1988-03-01
this supplement is an adventure designed for
characters levels 8 13 and is the second in a
three part series set in the forgotten realms
in addition to encounters this book contains
detailed source material on the town of
shadowdale and its surrounding environment

Waterdeep and the North 2007
an anthology of seventeen mystery themed
adventures for the world s greatest
roleplaying game candlekeep attracts scholars
like a flame attracts moths historians sages
and others who crave knowledge flock to this
library fortress to peruse its vast collection
of books scribbled into which are the answers
to the mysteries that bedevil them many of
these books contain their own mysteries each
one a doorway to adventure dare you cross that
threshold 17 mystery themed d d adventures
each tied to a book discovered in the famed
library fortress of candlekeep easy to run as
stand alone mini adventures or to drop into
your home campaign adventures span play from
levels 1 to 16 includes a full poster map of
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candlekeep plus detailed descriptions of the
various locations characters and creatures
that reside within it introduces a variety of
dungeons dragons monsters items and non player
characters npcs candlekeep mysteries is a
collection of seventeen short stand alone d d
adventures designed for characters of levels 1
16 each adventure begins with the discovery of
a book and each book is the key to a door
behind which danger and glory await these
adventures can be run as one shot games
plugged into an existing forgotten realms
campaign or adapted for other campaign
settings this book also includes a poster map
of the library fortress and detailed
descriptions of candlekeep and its inhabitants

Dungeons & Dragons: Forgotten
Realms 100 Page Spectacular
2021-03-16
collects three dungeon crawling adventures in
one omnibus journey from a den of thieves to
the infamous underdark to the far northern
reaches of faerûn forgotten realms brings you
the adventures of an unlikely band of heroes
in the fabled port city of waterdeep cutter
traces the path of two half drow siblings
locked in competition for the ownership of
their father s mighty sword and in neverwinter
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tales drizzt and his mysterious companion
dahlia hunt for something that seems part
vampire and part elite dwarven warrior

Shadowdale 1990
at head of title dungeons dragons campaign
accessory forgotten realms

Candlekeep Mysteries (D&D
Adventure Book - Dungeons &
Dragons) 2016
a campaign adventure designed for four 4th
level dungeons dragons characters

Advanced Dungeons & Dragons
2006
a quest for love and a quest for justice take
demascus on a journey unlike any other in this
second and final sword of the gods novel
memories of his past incarnations haunt
demascus even as he searches for stolen
portraits that contain the trapped souls of
demigods meanwhile drow creep beneath the city
of airspur intent on precipitating war between
akanûl and a rival nation as demascus attempts
to win freedom from the ghost of his murdered
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lover he agrees to thwart the drow s secret
scheme sending him on a trail that stretches
between the demonweb airspur and an island
that appears on no map spinner of lies is a
sequel to sword of the gods and is also tied
to the rise of the underdark an event that
will have bold sweeping ramifications across
and under the forgotten realms

Dungeons and Dragons:
Forgotten Realms Omnibus 2007
go beyond your tabletop campaign or fuel it
with new material in this collection of
immersive graphic novel adventures set in the
boundless world of the forgotten realms a new
generation of heroes led by a revived minsc
and boo rises to protect baldur s gate but
they ll soon find themselves fighting evil
forces throughout the realms and beyond
whether they re stopping a plot by the cult of
the dragon to destroy the city escaping from
the endless night of ravenloft in the
demiplane of dread or facing down frost giant
raiding parties in the frigid spine of the
world the action never stops go for the eyes
boo collects three graphic novels dungeons
dragons legends of baldur s gate dungeons
dragons shadows of the vampire and dungeons
dragons frost giant s fury
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The Twilight Tomb 2012-06-05
to save the future he must embrace his past a
ranger and his apprentice are captured by a
group of assassins who demand their help in
overthrowing their leader and the ruler of the
fortress of sentinelspire the old man of the
mountain although the ranger doesn t want to
help he discovers the old man s plans may
involve the master druid who gave him a new
life and the destruction of all he now holds
dear a series that centers on the citadels
castles keeps fortreeses and watchtowers of
the forgotten realms world each book in the
citadels series is a self contained fantasy
adventure

Cormyr 2020-03-23
reduced to ruins by supernatural cataclysms
neverwinter rises from the ashes to reclaim
its title as the jewel of the north yet even
as its citizens return and rebuild hidden
forces pursue their own goals and vendettas
any one of which could tear the city apart
neverwinter has long been one of the most
popular locations in the forgotten realms
campaign world this book presents a complete
heroic tier campaign setting that plunges
players into the politics skullduggery and
peril of a city on the brink of destruction or
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greatness a wealth of information about
neverwinter and its environs is provided maps
quests encounters and statistics everything a
dungeon master needs for his heroic tier
adventures

Spinner of Lies 2012-08-14
cordell pens the first title in a new
forgotten realms series focusing specifically
on priests the popular d d game s iconic class
also known as clerics each title will
chronicle priests loyal to a different deity
in the forgotten realms pantheon original

Dungeons & Dragons: Days of
Endless Adventure 2011
the second adventure set in the land of
maztica a plague of giant army ants threaten
to annihilate the peaceful jungle kingdom of
payit can the heroes stop the army long enough
to break the magical force that impels the
deadly insects

Sentinelspire 2004
return to icewind dale legacy of the crystal
shard presents icewind dale in the time of the
sundering a period that will define the future
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of the forgotten realms in addition to
providing 64 pages of in depth information on
the settlements of ten towns and their
inhabitants this product includes a harrowing
32 page adventure in which the player
characters defend icewind dale against a
rising threat with ties to the past legacy of
the crystal shard allows characters to
participate in important events connected to
the sundering and glimpse the future of the
forgotten realms components 64 page setting
book describing icewind dale and its
inhabitants 32 page adventure book four panel
foldout dm screen keyed to the adventure
illustrated folder

Neverwinter Campaign Setting
1991-11-01
dare to descend into the underdark in this
adventure for the world s greatest roleplaying
game the underdark is a subterranean
wonderland a vast and twisted labyrinth where
fear reigns it is the home of horrific
monsters that have never seen the light of day
it is here that the dark elf gromph baenre
archmage of menzoberranzan casts a foul spell
meant to ignite a magical energy that suffuses
the underdark and tears open portals to the
demonic abyss what steps through surprises
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even him and from that moment on the insanity
that pervades the underdark escalates and
threatens to shake the forgotten realms to its
foundations stop the madness before it
consumes you a dungeons dragons adventure for
characters of levels 1 15

Lady of Poison 2013
the third novel in the swashbuckling cities
series unveils the little known region of
vilhon reach and the hero who must risk
everything to defend it preserving the balance
of nature is a way of life for half elf druid
haarn brightoak no matter the cost but even
his dedication to the customs of the silvanus
is put to the test when a long dead evil is
freed from his eternal prison and returns to
the world of the living alongside his new
companion a female mercenary named druz
talimsir haarn enters the greatest fight of
his life one that takes place not just on the
battlefield but within himself as an undead
army rises under the newly liberated borran
klosk he must decide if he will compromise his
way of life to defend the city that has never
welcomed him
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Endless Armies 2015-09-15
fourth in a new series of standalone
adventures about the clerics of the forgotten
realms world maiden of pain is the fourth
title in a new forgotten realms novel series
focusing specifically on priests the popular d
d game iconic class also known as clerics each
title will chronicle priests loyal to a
different deity in the forgotten realms
pantheon like the preceding series the rogues
each novel in the priests series is written as
a stand alone adventure allowing new readers
an easy entry point into the forgotten realms
world author bio kameron franklin was picked
to write this novel as a result of an open
call for proposals that resulted in 500
submissions franklin s was determined to be
the best submission and he was offered a
contract for the novel this is his first novel

Legacy of the Crystal Shard
2012-08-21
indiana jones meets dungeons dragons in this
action packed series opener about the secrets
of the lost ancient forgotten realms world is
the library of cormanthyr just a myth or does
it still stand somewhere in the most ancient
corners of faerûn an intrepid human explorer
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sets out to find the truth and what starts as
an archaeological expedition soon becomes a
race against time as an undying avenger is
determined to protect the secrets of the
ancient xenophobic elven empire of cormanthyr

Out of the Abyss 2012-11-20
forgotten realms creator ed greenwood opens
the adventures of an unlikely new band of
heroes who get into a bit more trouble than
usual in the fabled port city of waterdeep but
soon discover some of the seedier corners of
the wider realms the hard way publisher s
website

The Jewel of Turmish
2012-10-09
baldur s gate is a fantastic medieval city
with a long and storied history a city on the
verge of tearing itself asunder murder in
baldur s gate presents the city in the time of
the sundering a period that will define the
future of the forgotten realms in addition to
providing 64 pages of in depth information on
the city and its inhabitants this product
includes a harrowing 32 page adventure in
which the player characters defend baldur s
gate against an ancient evil long thought
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slain

Maiden of Pain 2014
she wanted out she wanted a new life she
wanted a trophy worthy of a master thief she
wanted to find the source of the treasured
crimson gold she wanted to face an undead
emperor on his home ground and live to tell
the tale careful what you wish for the crimson
gold is the third title in this ongoing
forgotten realms series focusing specifically
on the shadowed life of the iconic character
class of the rogue each novel in the series is
a stand alone adventure allowing readers an
easy entry point into the forgotten realms
world

The Lost Library of Cormanthyr
2013
the past will come back to haunt them a group
of warriors from rashemen escorts an exiled
wizard to a ruined citadel in the city of
weeping ghosts once there the wizard discovers
a barbarian tribe is trying to unlock the
secrets of the citadel and the weapon that
destroyed it two thousand years ago a series
that centers on the citadels castles keeps
fortreeses and watchtowers of the forgotten
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realms world each book in the citadels series
is a self contained fantasy adventure

Forgotten Realms Classics
Omnibus 2012-09-04
the first title in this forgotten realms
series of stand alone adventures the alabaster
staff is the first title in a forgotten realms
series focusing specifically on the iconic
character class of the rogue each novel in the
series will be a stand alone adventure but the
overall setting for all of the titles will be
the old empires an area of the forgotten
realms world never before explored in the
novels

D & D 2012-08-14
florin falconhand and his friends have always
wanted adventure but when it finally finds
them it turns out to be a lot more than they
bargained for in this thrilling conclusion to
greenwood s epic tale

The Crimson Gold 2012-09-04
dungeons dragons forgotten realms classics
continues as the annual 1 and issues 15 18 are
collected in this volume the annual features a
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new adventure as the crew of the realms master
and the heroes of advanced dungeons dragons
team up to fight a collection of their
deadliest enemies the ongoing comics continue
with the story arc fallen idols which follows
the crew as they battle the wrath of the god
enoreth

The Shield of Weeping Ghosts
2008
for the first time d d players will have
access to one of the most mysterious locales
from the first edition forgotten realms
campaign setting the dungeon of death features
an elaborate array of tricks traps and
monsters sure to challenge any party the
adventure is for mid level 5th 9th characters
which are in high demand by loyal d d players

The Alabaster Staff 2013-05-08

The Sword Never Sleeps 2000

Dungeons & Dragons Forgotten
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Realms Classics Vol. 3 1994

The Dungeon of Death

The Ruins of Undermountain II
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